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The mammalian radiation has corresponded with
rapid changes in noncoding regions of the genome,
but we lack a comprehensive understanding of regu-
latory evolution in mammals. Here, we track the
evolution of promoters and enhancers active in liver
across 20 mammalian species from six diverse
orders by profiling genomic enrichment of H3K27
acetylation and H3K4 trimethylation. We report
that rapid evolution of enhancers is a universal
feature of mammalian genomes. Most of the recently
evolved enhancers arise from ancestral DNA exap-
tation, rather than lineage-specific expansions of
repeat elements. In contrast, almost all liver pro-
moters are partially or fully conserved across these
species. Our data further reveal that recently evolved
enhancers can be associated with genes under
positive selection, demonstrating the power of this
approach for annotating regulatory adaptations in
genomic sequences. These results provide impor-
tant insight into the functional genetics underpinning
mammalian regulatory evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Most mammalian genes are controlled by collections of
enhancer regions, often located tens to hundreds of kilobases
away from transcription start sites. Recent studies comparing
key selected mammals (Cotney et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2012)
have indicated that enhancers may change rapidly during evolu-554 Cell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authorstion (Degner et al., 2012; Shibata et al., 2012), particularly when
compared with evolutionarily stable gene expression patterns
(Brawand et al., 2011; Chan et al., 2009; Merkin et al., 2012).
Given that most phenotypic differences are hypothesized to
largely result from regulatory differences between mammals, it
is of profound importance to understand themechanisms driving
enhancer evolution (Villar et al., 2014; Wray, 2007).
Both conserved and recently evolved enhancer sequences
have been shown to have important phenotypic consequences.
Highly conserved enhancer sequences can regulate funda-
mental processes, such as embryonic development, and this
property has been used to screen for functional regulatory ele-
ments (Pennacchio et al., 2006). However, sequence-level
changes in enhancer elements can also underlie evolutionary dif-
ferences between species (Hare et al., 2008; Ludwig et al., 2005),
as has now been demonstrated across many organisms (Arnold
et al., 2014; Cotney et al., 2013; Degner et al., 2012; McLean
et al., 2011; Shibata et al., 2012).
Approaches comparing vertebrate genome sequences, such
as those employing 29 mammals, have revealed regulatory re-
gions under sequence constraint (Lindblad-Toh et al., 2011).
However, this approach is limited in resolving tissue-specific
deployment or regulatory activity directed by small sequence
changes, particularly as may be predicted for rapidly evolving
enhancer regions (however, see Pollard et al., 2006; Prabhakar
et al., 2006). Comparative analysis of mammalian genomes
can indicate protein sequence adaptations in particular species
or lineages, and infer which coding regions are under positive
selection. In contrast, complementary experimental efforts are
currently lacking to functionally annotate the many recently
sequenced mammalian genomes.
Experimental tools can now empirically identify regulatorily
active DNA across entire mammalian genomes. Enhancers can
be identified by mapping regions enriched for acetylated lysine
27 on histone H3 (H3K27ac) via chromatin immunoprecipitation
followed by high-throughput sequencing (ChIP-seq) (Creyghton
et al., 2010). Similarly, active gene promoters can be identified
as containing both H3K27ac and trimethylated lysine 4 of
histone H3 (H3K4me3), which marks sites of transcription
initiation (Cain et al., 2011; Santos-Rosa et al., 2002). The useful-
ness of this approach to map regulatory activity genome-wide
has been recently underscored by analysis of H3K27ac dy-
namics across organ development in mouse (Nord et al.,
2013). This study found that most H3K27ac developmental vari-
ation occurs distally to transcription start sites and within pre-
dicted enhancer elements, most of which could be validated
experimentally.
Over 20 sequenced mammalian genomes have been inte-
grated into inter-species alignments within Ensembl (Flicek
et al., 2014). Exploiting this computational infrastructure (and
related resources in Drosophila; Kim et al., 2009), recent studies
have dissected how transcription factor (TF) binding has evolved
(He et al., 2011; Paris et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2010; Stefflova
et al., 2013). In addition, enhancer and promoter evolution have
been investigated using sets ofmammals, where H3K27ac levels
have been characterized across tissues and developmental
states as a proxy for enhancer function and developmental
or tissue-specific gene expression (Cotney et al., 2013; Nord
et al., 2013; Xiao et al., 2012).
Here, we report the results of empirically mapping promoter
and enhancer evolution across 20 mammals chosen to span
the breadth and depth of the class Mammalia, including previ-
ously uncharacterized species such as cetaceans and naked
mole rat. Our analyses have revealed the tempo and mecha-
nisms underlying enhancer evolution across over 180 million
years of mammalian radiation.
RESULTS
Profiling Promoter and Enhancer Regulatory Evolution
in Mammalian Liver
We mapped the active promoter and enhancer elements in liver
as a representative adult somatic tissue from 20 species ofmam-
mals (Figure 1). Study species were selected using three criteria:
(1) to capture a substantial fraction of the mammalian phyloge-
netic tree, (2) to profile the major placental orders in a combi-
nation of intra- (6–40 Ma) and inter-lineage (100–180 Ma)
evolutionary distances, and (3) to extend our understanding of
regulatory evolution to previously uncharacterized mammals
whose phenotypes are highly divergent, such as cetaceans,
naked mole rat, and Tasmanian devil. Liver from almost all study
species was profiled in biological replicates from two or more in-
dividuals, except for Sei Whale (Balaenoptera borealis), where
only one individual’s tissue was available; and for dolphin, for
which we combined data from two closely related dolphin spe-
cies (Delphinus delphis and Lagenorhynchus albirostris) where
a single individual from each species was profiled (Tables S1
and S2, Experimental Procedures).
We quantified using ChIP-seq the genome-wide occurrence
of two key histone marks widely used to profile promoters
and enhancers: H3K4me3 and H3K27ac (Figure 1) (Creyghtonet al., 2010; Santos-Rosa et al., 2002). We identified regions
enriched for these histone marks within each mammalian liver
genome using only biologically reproducible peaks present in
two or more replicates (Figure S1, Experimental Procedures).
A total of 30–45,000 regions per species were enriched in liver,
and these separated into H3K27ac, H3K4me3&H3K27ac, and
H3K4me3-marked elements (Figures 1C and S1). Our analyses
were robust to variability in the genome assembly quality and
sample preparation (Experimental Procedures and Figure S2).
We confirmed that H3K4me3 often co-occupied the genome
with H3K27ac (Heintzman et al., 2009; Zhu et al., 2013), and
that most H3K4me3-positive regions occur at transcriptional
start sites (Cain et al., 2011; Santos-Rosa et al., 2002), regard-
less of their H3K27ac enrichment (see Experimental Proce-
dures). In contrast, regions enriched for H3K27ac often were
not enriched for H3K4me3, and these often located far from
transcriptional start sites (Figure S2).
The regions we identify as enhancers strongly enrich for regu-
latory activity in liver, consistent with numerous prior studies
(Cotney et al., 2013; Creyghton et al., 2010; Nord et al., 2013;
Zhu et al., 2013). For over 400 of our human liver enhancers (typi-
cally 2 kb in length), the transgenic activities of overlapping
145 bp segments were assayed in liver cancer cells (Kheradpour
et al., 2013) (Figure S2). Although each human liver enhancer
was on average represented by only a single small sequence
element, capturing less than 10% of the enhancer length, over
65% showed activity in transgenic assays in a cancer cell line.
Furthermore, over 90% of the enhancers not active in transgenic
assays were nevertheless bound in human liver by at least one
liver-specific TF (Ballester et al., 2014). In sum, this analysis sug-
gests a sizable majority of our empirically determined enhancers
are regulatorily active.
Our data newly demonstrates that the known interplay of
H3K4me3 and H3K27ac creates a genomic regulatory land-
scape that is a uniform feature across mammals (and likely
across eumetazoans; Schwaiger et al., 2014). In adult liver,
a typical mammalian genome contains on average 12,500
H3K4me3 locations (representing active promoter elements)
and 22,500 H3K27ac-enriched regions (representing active
enhancers).
Enhancer Evolution Is Appreciably More Rapid Than
Proximal Promoter Evolution
We used our genome-wide mapping data in livers from 20
mammals to obtain an empirical and quantitative understanding
of evolutionary stability of promoters and enhancers (Figure 2
and Figure S3).
Most non-coding regions in the human genome cannot be
mapped across 20 mammals, in large part because the genome
structure and regulatory content of complex eukaryotes evolve
rapidly (Lynch et al., 2011). We defined the maximum detectable
conservation of activity as the number of species in which the
DNA could be aligned (Figure 2A). For example, if enhancer ac-
tivity is highly conserved, then this activity would be detected
in all species where the underlying DNA was alignable. In
contrast, low conservation would be characterized by the under-
lying DNA remaining alignable across many species, but without
sharing of enhancer activity. Such low conservation could be aCell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 555
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Figure 1. In Vivo Regulatory Activity Assessed in Livers from 20 Mammals
(A and B) Phylogenetic relationships and species divergences are represented by an evolutionary tree, which includes 18 placental species (in four orders) and 2
marsupial species (in two orders). In liver isolated from each species, enhancer activity was globally mapped by identifying genomic regions enriched for
acetylation of H3K27 (H3K27ac), and transcription initiation was mapped by identifying genomic regions enriched for tri-methylation of H3K4 (H3K4me3). Shown
(legend continued on next page)
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signature of rapid functional evolution or, alternatively, functional
neutrality.
Collectively, the DNA sequences used as promoters and the
DNA sequences used as enhancers in liver show only slight
differences in their alignability across the study species (Fig-
ure 2B). This alignability shows a marked increase at approxi-
mately 11–13 species, reflecting the contribution to the multiple
alignments of the ten highest-quality genomes (Experimental
Procedures).
The conservation of active liver promoters tracked remarkably
closely with the alignability of the underlying DNA, indicating
evolutionarily stable promoter activity (Figure 2C, upper left trian-
gle). In other words, the transcription initiation sites driving gene
expression in liver are highly conserved.
We performed a similar analysis for enhancers. Our data
reveal that rapid enhancer evolution, often involving exaptation
of ancestral DNA, is active and widespread across all the
mammalian clades in our study (Figure 2D, orange, and Fig-
ure S3), as has been reported in primates (Cotney et al.,
2013). Furthermore, the ten highest-quality placental genome
sequences contained thousands of cross-alignable regions
where enhancer activity was shared in many, but not all, spe-
cies. These regions are liver enhancers that were likely present
in the common placental ancestor and have partially degraded
along some lineages. In contrast to promoter sites, enhancer
locations evolve rapidly, and comparatively few are deeply
conserved (see below). Control analyses show that while pro-
moter conservation may be under-estimated, this is not the
case for enhancers (Figure S3).
We asked whether the conservation of liver promoters and en-
hancers is associated with underlying sequence features (e.g.,
TF binding sequences, %GC content, sequence constraint),
experimental features (reproducibility, occupancy level/inten-
sity, length), or some combination (Figure 3). The best predictor
of conservation in promoter regions is the reproducibility and
strength of enrichment of H3K4me3 and H3K27ac, with the
length of the histone-modified domain and GC content as
separate, modest contributors. Thus, experimental features are
stronger indicators of the conservation of regulatory activity,
and underlying sequence features contribute less to promoter
stability. In contrast, the presence of TF binding sites can explain
a modest fraction of the conservation of enhancer activity.
Nevertheless, as with promoters, the enrichment reproducibility
and intensity of signal is the primary predictor of conservation.
Collectively, no combination of sequence- and experimental-
based features could potentially explain more than a third of
the variance in conservation of regulatory activity.
Overall, our data reveal that promoter activity in a representa-
tive somatic tissue is highly constrained across mammalian
space. In contrast, enhancer evolution is rapid and widespread.
Neither enhancer nor promoter activity conservation can be
explained purely by underlying sequence elements.are examples of regulatory regions active: (A) across all 20 species (MOSPD2 an
active only in carnivores (UGT1A6 and ABCB11, bottom). For order-specific regu
(C) In liver, a typical mammalian genome contains22,500 enhancers enriched fo
and 1,000 containing only H3K4me3. Highest quality genomes incorporated in
See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2.Quantifying the Divergence Rates of Enhancers,
Promoters, and TF Binding in a Cross-Section of
Mammals
The divergence rate of sequence-specific transcription factor
binding (Stefflova et al., 2013) and the extent of regulatory evolu-
tion (Cotney et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2012) has
been estimated using matched experiments from the same tis-
sues in subsets of typically three to five mammals within a single
order. We took a similar approach to calculate how rapidly en-
hancers and promoters active in liver evolve across 20mammals.
We first identified, by pairwise analysis of all 20 species,
whether regions called as enhancers and promoters were pre-
sent in the same location between two mammalian genomes
(Experimental Procedures, Figure S4). Because this analysis
does not use human as the primary reference genome, we could
generate multiple independent estimates of how evolutionarily
stable enhancers and promoters were for comparable diver-
gence distances. Further, divergence rates could be estimated
for evolutionary distances not available from a human-centric
analysis. For instance, our data provided multiple comparisons
of species separated by 40 to 100 Ma using mouse, cow, or
dog as reference that could not be obtained using a human-
centric approach (Figure 1).
Inter-species conservation of promoters and enhancers could
be plausibly described as a function of time-of-divergence by
fitting an exponential decay curve (Experimental Procedures).
In liver, promoters diverged at a slower rate than did either en-
hancers or TF bound regions (Figure 4 and Figure S4). Interest-
ingly, promoters’ half-lives are comparable to protein-coding
genes’ half-lives, at over a billion years (Rands et al., 2014).
The higher stability of promoters versus enhancers could be
due in part to the intimate functional connection promoters
have with the first exon of protein coding genes, which are highly
stable features of vertebrate genomes (Lindblad-Toh et al.,
2011). Our results are consistent with a model where the
increased size and sequence heterogeneity of regions with pro-
moter or enhancer activity could buffer evolutionary changes
more robustly than can site-specific TF binding alone (Cotney
et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2012; Xiao et al., 2012).
Highly Conserved Regulatory Regions Are Largely
Proximal Promoters
Our mapping of liver enhancer and promoter evolution using
mammals spanning both intra-order (6–40 Ma) and inter-or-
der (80–180 Ma) divergence times permits the dissection of
conserved (and recently evolved, see below) regulatory regions.
We first quantified how many regions showed strong con-
servation of activity by defining regions as highly conserved if
regulatory activity was present in (at a minimum) all ten of the
highest-quality placental genomes (Figure 5A). A total of 2,151
genomic regions appeared highly conserved by these criteria,
representing 5% of all human regions active in liver. Thed CCDC93 loci), and (B) active only in primates (GRLH3 and PCKSK8, top) or
latory regions, data from some species are not shown for conciseness.
r only H3K27ac;12,500 promoters enriched for both H3K27ac and H3K4me3
to the EPO multiple alignment are labeled in blue (Experimental Procedures).
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Figure 2. Enhancers Evolve Rapidly; Promoters Are Highly Conserved
(A) For a representative 10 MB region on human chromosome 1, the bar chart on the y axis represents the number of species in which enhancer and promoter
elements were active (promoters: top, purple; enhancers: bottom, orange). Squares indicate the number of species where the sequence underlying the active
promoter or enhancer was alignable.
(B) The DNA sequences underlying proximal promoters and the DNA sequences underlying enhancers can be aligned to similar numbers of species, suggesting
that differences in apparent conservation of activity are not due to differences in alignability.
(C) Schematic diagram showing how the conservation of regulatory activity versus DNA alignability across 20 species of mammals can reveal (top) where DNA
function and DNA sequence orthology closely correspond, indicating ancestral activity, and (bottom) where pre-existing DNA sequences have been exapted
within specific lineages or species, indicating recently evolved activity.
(D) Our data revealed that if the DNA underlying a human-identified proximal promoter region (purple) can be aligned with an orthologous sequence in another
species, then promoter activity is very often present as well (heatmap enrichment concentrated on the diagonal of the plot). In contrast, most enhancer regions
(orange) are rapidly evolving within older DNA sequences, reflected in increased heatmap enrichment toward the lower x axis. Color scales and dashed contour
lines indicate absolute numbers of active promoter or enhancer regions (logarithmic scale).
See also Figure S3.existence of over 2,000 highly conserved regions is greater than
expected by chance (p value < 1 3 104, random permutation
test, Experimental Procedures).558 Cell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The AuthorsHighly conserved regions were classified as promoters or
enhancers based on their consensus histone mark enrichment
across all 20 mammals (Experimental Procedures). Of these
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Figure 3. Features Contributing to Conservation of Promoter and Enhancer Activity Identified in Human Liver
(A) For all human proximal promoters active in liver, the depth of conservation was correlated with experimental features (reproducibility, peak intensity, peak
length, distance to nearest transcription start site) as well as underlying genomic features (GC content, sequence constraint, TF binding sites). Each feature in
isolation explained a significant fraction of the variance in conservation of promoter activity (e.g., peak length explained 10%). The fraction explained by the
features in combination, when added left to right using multiple regression analysis, are plotted as a line above, in sum totaling 36%. The increases in explained
variance with the addition of each feature are attenuated due to strong inter-correlation of features, quantified in the bottom panel as R2 values between features
(Experimental Procedures).
(B) The same analysis was performed for human liver enhancers, where experimental and genomic features together explained a more modest fraction (23%) of
the conservation of enhancer activity in other species.2,151 highly conserved regulatory regions, 1,871 elements
(87%) were enriched for both H3K27ac and H3K4me3, consis-
tent with acting as promoters (Santos-Rosa et al., 2002).The
vast majority of highly conserved promoters occupied the tran-
scription start sites of genes (Figure 5B). On the other hand, a
subset of 279 regions showed enrichment only for H3K27ac
occupancy, consistent with acting as enhancers (Creyghton
et al., 2010). Most highly conserved enhancers were tens to
hundreds of kilobases away from the nearest gene (Figure 5B).
The single region uniformly enriched across placentals for only
H3K4me3 is not shown.
In human liver, there are 11,838 promoter regions enriched for
both H3K27ac and H3K4me3, and 28,963 enhancer regions
containing only H3K27ac. Although nearly three times as com-
mon as promoters, the activity of only 1% of these enhancers
is highly conserved. In contrast, the activity of 16% of promoters
is highly conserved (Figure 5A).
Three independent lines of evidence support the functionality
of the sequences we identify as highly conserved regulatory
regions in liver. First, all show enhanced sequence constraint
(Figure 5C). Second, genes near highly conserved enhancers
are strongly enriched for liver-specific functions, and genes
near conserved proximal promoters are enriched for house-keeping functions (Figure S5, Tables S3 and S6) (Forrest et al.,
2014). Third, highly conserved enhancers are enriched for TF
binding motifs for liver-specific regulators such as CEBPA and
PBX1, whereas highly conserved proximal promoters appear
dominated by transcriptional initiation regulatory sequences
(Figure S5, Table S7).
In sum, in adult mammals comparatively few enhancers are
evolutionarily stable. In contrast, a substantial fraction of the
proximal promoters found in human liver appear to be highly
conserved across mammals.
Recently Evolved Regulatory Activity Is Pervasive in
Mammals
Even for proximal promoters, the number of highly conserved
regulatory elements active in liver is a small fraction of the total
number experimentally identified in any single species (Figure 5
and Table S4). We sought to identify and analyze the molecular
features of more recently evolved regulatory regions.
From each placental order, we selected a representative spe-
cies (human, mouse, cow, dog) and then identified a set of newly
evolved or, more formally, apomorphic active promoters and en-
hancers in liver (Figure 6 and Figure S7). For each of these four
species, we started with all active regions and then removedCell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 559
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Mammalian Evolution
(A) For promoters (purple), enhancers (orange), and TF binding sites (CEBPA,
black), the fraction of ChIP-seq peaks present at the orthologous location
between pairs of mammals are shown as a function of evolutionary distance.
Solid lines represent an exponential decay fit, surrounded by gray shading of a
95% confidence interval (Experimental Procedures). For liver promoters and
enhancers, we used data from the ten highest-quality placental genomes,
while CEBPA data have been previously reported (Schmidt et al., 2010).
(B) Comparative half-lives and mean-lifetimes (in million years) for active
promoters, enhancers and CEBPA transcription factor binding locations, as
calculated from the exponential decay fits in (A).
(C) Neighbor-joining phylogenetic trees based on pairwise conservation levels
of enhancer and promoter activity, as measured in (A). Enhancer evolution
(orange) recapitulates the known relationships among the studied mammals
(black). The low divergence of promoter activity is insufficient to resolve the
phylogenetic groups (purple).
See also Figure S4.
560 Cell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsthose that showed any activity within alignable regions in any
other study species (see Experimental Procedures). We found
that a typical mammalian liver deploys between 1,000 to 2,000
promoters and 10,000 enhancers not found in any other study
species; we henceforth refer to these enhancers and promoters
as recently evolved.
These numbers are comparable to the extent of enhancer
gains previously reported in inter-primate comparisons (Cotney
et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2012) and the extent of promoter evo-
lution estimated frommouse-human comparisons (Forrest et al.,
2014; Frith et al., 2006). Especially for enhancers, recently
evolved regions are 10–20 times more abundant than those
conserved across placentals or shared across multiple species
in a particular lineage (Table S4). Both highly conserved and
recently evolved regulatory regions active in liver are associated
with increased expression of neighboring genes (Figure S6).
Exaptation Drives Recently Evolved Enhancer, but Not
Promoter, Activity
Using these tens of thousands of apomorphic regulatory regions,
we tested whether functional exaptation of ancestral DNA,
recently reported for human-specific enhancers active in embry-
onic limb (Cotney et al., 2013), is a prevalent mechanism in
mammalian genome evolution.
We first asked whether recently evolved proximal promoters
are primarily found in ancestral DNA sequences older than 100
Ma (Figure 6A, Figure S7). To our surprise, we discovered that
across four orders of mammals, the recent evolution of pro-
moters occurred within evolutionarily younger DNA segments
(i.e., not shared with other study species) about three to four
times as often as occurred by exaptation of ancestral DNA. For
instance in mouse, 1,400 recently evolved promoters occurred
in DNA sequences present only in this species (i.e., not shared
even with rat); in contrast, only 260 recently evolved promoters
were found in ancestral DNA.
Within the ancestral DNA commandeered into new promoters,
and regardless of species interrogated, diverse ERV repeat ele-
ments are over-represented, consistent with previous reports
that ERVs are pre-primed to transcriptional initiation (Fort
et al., 2014).
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Figure 5. Most Highly Conserved Liver Reg-
ulatory Regions Are Proximal Promoters
(A) The 41,000 regulatorily active regions in hu-
man liver are shown on the left panel (enhancers:
orange; promoters: purple). The regulatory ele-
ments with conserved activity in the ten placental
species with highest quality genomes (boxed
inset) were determined by cross-species com-
parison (Experimental Procedures), identifying
approximately 300 enhancers and 1,800 pro-
moters (labeled as highly conserved, right panel).
(B) Almost all highly conserved promoter regions
(purple) are located at transcription start sites as
expected, whereas conserved enhancer regions
(orange) are typically tens to hundreds of kilobases
from the nearest gene.
(C) Regions of highly conserved enhancer and
promoter activity show a corresponding, but
modest, increase in selective constraint in their
underlying DNA sequence. The distribution of
the fraction of bases under constraint in each
region within each category is shown as a box-
plot, with human exons and randomly selected
regions shown for comparison (Experimental
Procedures).*** indicates p value < 2 3 1016,
Wilcoxon test.
See also Figures S5 and S6 and Tables S3, S6,
and S7.In contrast, the vast majority of enhancers in liver are recently
evolved (Table S4)—as well as far more likely to exapt ancestral
DNA (Figure 6B). Of the typically 10,000 recently evolved en-
hancers in a given species, 52%–77% contained sequences of
ancestral DNA over 100 Ma old. The remaining recently evolved
enhancers were found in younger DNA, and enriched for mobile
repetitive element families, including LTRs in all lineages and
lineage-specific SINEs and DNA transposons exclusive to pri-
mates, carnivores, or ungulates (Figure 6B).
In a typical mammalian species, the 1,000 to 2,000 recently
evolved liver promoters occur predominantly in younger DNA
typically less than 40 Ma old, whereas the 10,000 recently
evolved enhancers are formed predominantly by exaptation of
ancestral DNA. Only a minority of recently evolved enhancers
and promoters appear driven by repeat element expansions
(Figure 6, Figure S7). Across our study’s 20 mammals, exap-
tation of ancestral DNA generates more of the recently evolved
regulatory genome than do repeat-driven expansions.
Functional Annotation of Genes under Positive
Selection
Comparing genome sequences can suggest which genes drive
phenotypic adaptations by using inference of regions under pos-
itive selection and by analyzing amino acid substitution patterns
in proteins (Nielsen et al., 2007). Both approaches primarily
employ coding-sequence alignments and thus provide limited
insight into regulatory adaptations. We therefore asked whether
genes under positive selection are associated with apomorphic
enhancers, perhapsevolving synergistically (Shibata et al., 2012).We compared recently evolved enhancers and positively
selected genes in two newly sequenced species: (1) naked
mole rat, a cancer-resistant rodent (Kim et al., 2011); and (2) dol-
phin, a marine mammal metabolically adapted to an aquatic
environment (Sun et al., 2013). In both species, we found that
recently evolved enhancers are over-represented near positively
selected genes (Experimental Procedures) (p values = 0.022
[naked mole rat] and 0.023 [dolphin], hypergeometric test. See
Table S5).
Illustrative examples are shown in Figure 7. First, a recently
evolved enhancer in naked mole rat is shown upstream of the
thymopoietin gene (TMPO), identified previously as positively
selected (Kim et al., 2011). The orthologous TMPO regions in
human, mouse, cow, and dog show no enhancer activity,
though a number of partially conserved enhancers are present
nearby (Figure 7A). Second, the genomic region around the
TRIP12 gene, under positive selection in dolphin (Sun et al.,
2013), contains a recently evolved dolphin enhancer not active
in human, mouse, dog, and cow. Moreover, this regulatory
element appears to be the main enhancer in this region
(Figure 7B).
In sum, recently evolved active regions identified in this study,
and in particular rapidly evolving enhancers, can functionally
annotate lineage-specific adaptations.
DISCUSSION
We experimentally dissected the evolution of regulatory regions
in mammalian liver by mapping the genome-wide landscape ofCell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 561
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Figure 6. Recently Evolved Promoters Are Largely Derived from Young DNA, While Recently Evolved Enhancers Are Mostly Exapted from
Ancestral DNA Sequences
Regions with recently evolved promoter and enhancer activity in liver were identified in a representative species for each placental order (primate:human,
rodent:mouse, ungulate:cow, and carnivore:dog). These regions were categorised into those falling in (1) young DNA sequences (0–40 Ma) or (2) ancestral DNA
sequences (>100 Ma).
(A) Typically three times as many recently evolved active promoters reside in young DNA as are found in ancestral DNA sequences present across placental
mammals.
(B) Conversely, typically twice as many recently evolved enhancers are exapted from evolutionarily ancestral DNA as are found in young DNA.
(C and D) Repeat classes and families enriched in recently evolved promoters and enhancers were identified using a binomial test (see Experimental Procedures).
Plots show enrichments for each repeat family (y axis) and each species (x axis). Circle sizes represent the statistical significance of enrichment, and color shades
denote the fold change of the enrichment (both in logarithmic scale).
See also Figures S6 and S7 and Tables S3, S4, S6, and S7.active promoters and enhancers from 20 diverse species. The
evolutionary distances spanning four distinct orders within class
Mammalia enabled rigorous analysis of the mechanisms under-
lying regulatory evolution. The combination of rapid enhancer
and slower promoter evolution appears to be a fundamental
property of the mammalian regulatory genome, shared by spe-
cies separated by up to 180 million years. A sizable number of
the 10,000–15,000 active promoters are functionally shared
across most mammals, and are associated with ubiquitous
cellular functions; highly conserved enhancers are much less
common, and are found near liver-specific genes. Remarkably,
almost half of 20,000–25,000 active enhancers in each species
have rapidly evolved in a lineage- or species-specific manner.
Our genome-wide mapping of enhancers in previously unchar-562 Cell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authorsacterized species has enabled us to identify regulatory regions
near genes under positive selection that may help drive pheno-
typic adaptations.
A Global Overview of Enhancer and Promoter Evolution
in Mammals
We used a powerful and unbiased strategy to confirm, extend,
and explicitly quantify previous results showing higher conserva-
tion of active promoter regions compared to distal enhancers in
selected representatives of mammals (Xiao et al., 2012) or within
primates (Cotney et al., 2013).
Our study has a number of limitations. First, the relationship
between different histone marks and the activity of enhancers
is not perfectly understood. Most active enhancers are marked
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Figure 7. Recently Evolved Enhancers
Associate with Genes under Positive Selec-
tion during Naked Mole Rat and Dolphin
Evolution
(A) The liver enhancer and promoter landscape
surrounding the TMPO locus, which is under
positive selection in naked mole rat (Kim et al.,
2011), is shown (upper track). The bottom four
tracks display overlaid H3K4me3 (blue) and
H3K27ac (orange) levels in the orthologous re-
gions of human, mouse, dog, and cow. Shown (left
to right) are a promoter present in all species, four
enhancer regions shared in a subset of species,
and a naked mole rat-specific enhancer whose
recently evolved activity is not present in other
study species.
(B) The enhancer and promoter landscape sur-
rounding the TRIP12 locus, which is under positive
selection in dolphins (Sun et al., 2013), is shown. In
this case, no mammals other than dolphin show
liver enhancer activity near this gene; this
enhancer is thus a good candidate to contain the
regulatory regions associated with positive selec-
tion in dolphin.
See also Table S5.by H3K27ac (Andersson et al., 2014; Creyghton et al., 2010; Zhu
et al., 2013), and typically over two-thirds of regions enriched
for H3K27ac show independent evidence in transgenesis assays
for regulatory activity (Nord et al., 2013). Global mapping of
H3K4me1 and p300 can also detect poised enhancer activity
genome-wide, which can partly differ from that identified
by H3K27ac (Heintzman et al., 2007; Krebs et al., 2011; Visel
et al., 2009). Second, other approaches to map regulatory
sequences, such as DNase-seq (Shibata et al., 2012) or ATAC-
seq (Buenrostro et al., 2013), can reveal all regions of open
chromatin genome-wide, but cannot distinguish promoters and
enhancers. Third, our approach does not directly reveal which
transcription factors control these regulatory regions, as would
a more direct comparison (Kunarso et al., 2010; Paris et al.,
2013; Schmidt et al., 2010), which in turn can only capture a
modest subset of active regions. Fourth, our results generalize
to other mammalian somatic tissues to the extent that adult liver
is a representative tissue. However, other studies have sug-
gested rapid enhancer evolution in mammals, using embryonic
limb buds (Cotney et al., 2013), adipocytes (Mikkelsen et al.,
2010), and embryonic stem cells (Xiao et al., 2012). These studies
and others (Barbosa-Morais et al., 2012; Brawand et al., 2011)
suggest that regulation in other somatic tissues evolves similarly,Cell 160, 554–566though embryonic tissues and their en-
hancers may be under stronger evolu-
tionary constraint (Faure et al., 2012; He
et al., 2011; Nord et al., 2013). Fifth, we
cannot directly evaluate how often re-
gions with regulatory activity are fully tis-
sue-specific, particularly among those
we assign as enhancers (Zhu et al., 2013).
One powerful strategy to dissect the
regulatory genome has been to identifyregions under high sequence constraint (Lindblad-Toh et al.,
2011). Testing for activity has revealed that thousands of con-
strained noncoding regulatory sequences can act as enhancers
in embryonic tissues (Pennacchio et al., 2006). The complemen-
tary approach we used additionally captures rapidly evolving
regulatory regions. The enhancer regions we mapped likely
range in function from essential to dispensible, which is
reflected both in the modest sequence constraint and rapid
evolution between species. Most of these regions would likely
be missed by any sequence-conservation based approach. On
the other hand, many DNA sequences we do not identify as en-
hancers may be active in other tissues or embryonic states,
which we anticipate to be an area of active investigation.
Rapid enhancer and slow promoter evolution is a fundamental
property of the mammalian regulatory genome. Active enhancer
elements have a mean lifetime three times shorter than active
promoters do, despite similar alignability of their underlying
DNA sequences. Comparative sequence-based approaches
have limited power to detect regulatory regions, in part
because of their rapid evolution (Alfo¨ldi and Lindblad-Toh,
2013; Lindblad-Toh et al., 2011); indeed, our data indicate
that sequence-based features such as sequence constraint
or TF binding site density are poor predictors of enhancer, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 563
conservation. Nevertheless, previous work across Drosophila
species has indicated that specific TF motifs may be preferen-
tially preserved in functionally conserved enhancers (Arnold
et al., 2014). In agreement, we found motifs for the liver-specific
transcription factor CEBPA enriched in highly conserved liver
enhancers.
Active Mammalian Enhancers Are Predominantly
Apomorphic
Our results also newly reveal thousands of functionally active
regulatory regions conserved across placental mammals, the
vast majority of which are proximal promoter sequences.
Placental-conserved proximal promoters in mammalian liver
are commonly associated with ubiquitously expressed genes.
In contrast, only 12% of highly conserved regulatory regions
are active enhancers and these are near genes associated with
liver-specific activities.
Perhaps our most surprising finding is that representative
mammals typically deploy over 10,000 enhancers in a line-
age- and probably most often species-specific manner. In total,
almost half of all enhancers in each species appear to be recently
evolved. Our results confirm and extend the concept that exap-
tation is a widespread phenomenon across placental mammals
(Cotney et al., 2013), and redeployment of ancestral DNA is the
dominant mechanism to generate active enhancers across a
diverse cross-section of mammals. Interestingly, a recent study
comparing enhancer activity across the much smaller genomes
of fiveDrosophila species (Arnold et al., 2014) found a similar pro-
portion of gained enhancers, especially for more distant species.
Another mechanism to create regulatory sequences is repeat-
carried expansion of regulatory elements. Recent studies have
indicated the involvement of specific repeat element expansions
in the de novo creation of TF binding sites for CTCF (Bourque
et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2012), Oct4/Nanog (Kunarso et al.,
2010), and NRSF (Mortazavi et al., 2006). Our results show that
repeat-carriage of newborn enhancers is not the dominant evolu-
tionary process in mammals: repeat element enrichment is only
significant among the recently evolved enhancers found in DNA
less than 40 Ma old. Two technical limitations may have caused
us to underestimate the repeat-driven creation of recently
evolved enhancers (also, see Jacques et al., 2013): the difficulty
of mapping reads to recently duplicated regions, and the incom-
plete representation of repeat regions in genome assemblies.
Recently Evolved Promoters, Though Less Common
Than Enhancers, Are Mostly Found in Young DNA
Promoters are far more evolutionarily stable than are enhancers.
Nevertheless, the absolute number of promoters deeply
conserved across all 20 study species is similar to the number
of recently evolved promoters in any one species. Compared
to the tens of thousands of newborn enhancers arising from ex-
aptation of ancestral DNA, there are few newborn promoters—
and these often arise from DNA sequences that are themselves
evolutionarily young. We were not able to identify sequence fea-
tures that account for the birth of promoters in young DNA. In
contrast, the recently evolved promoters arising in ancestral se-
quences overlap LTR repeats, which enrich for latent non-coding
RNA activity (Fort et al., 2014).564 Cell 160, 554–566, January 29, 2015 ª2015 The AuthorsA Strategy for Identifying the Enhancer Repertoire of
Unannotated Genomes
Finally, extending an approach pioneered in well-annotated
primate genomes (Cotney et al., 2013; Shibata et al., 2012), we
provide examples of how experimental mapping of enhancers
and promoters in newly sequenced mammals can annotate
the regulatory network of genes, which have been identified
computationally as under positive selection. Across representa-
tive species, we discovered that recently evolved enhancers
are significantly over-represented in the vicinity of positively-
selected genes and can often suggest candidate regulatory
elements that could mediate species-specific adaptations.
This result was obtained using only a single somatic tissue. Simi-
larly, significant associations likely also exist in between the
newly evolved enhancers specific to other somatic tissues and
positively selected genes, which would uncover an extensive
repertoire of highly evolvable, potentially synergistic regulatory
connections.
Future Directions
Our quantitation and analysis of the evolution of promoters and
enhancers across awidecross-sectionofmammals has revealed
how dynamic and rapid enhancer evolution is. Within this regula-
tory diversity are the instructions by which a small number
of founder species have radiated into surprising new niches,
including marine (cetaceans) and aerial environments (bats).
By combining detailed investigations of carefully selected sub-
clades with new tools for modifying any sequenced genome,
future studies will identify, formalize, and explore the functional
instructions directing the diversity of mammalian forms.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
WeperformedChIP-seq using liver tissue isolated from 20mammalian species
(Table S1). At least two independent biological replicates from different
animals, generally young adult males, were performed for each species and
antibody. The only exception was Balaenoptera borealis, for which a single
individual was profiled, and dolphin, for which we profiled a single individual
from two closely-related species. ChIP-seq experiments were performed as
recently described (Aldridge et al., 2013) with antibodies against H3K4me3
(Millipore 05-1339) and H3K27ac (Abcam ab4729). To match inter-individual
variability for the two histone marks, the same tissue samples were used for
both antibodies and control input DNA in each species.
Sequencing reads were aligned to the appropriate reference genome with
BWA v.0.5.9 (Table S2) and regions of enrichment determined with MACS
v1.4.2. Regions enriched in two to four biological replicates and overlapping
by a minimum 50% of their length were merged and categorized into
active promoters (H3K4me3-enriched regions, with or without overlapping
H3K27ac enrichment) or enhancers (regions enriched only for H3K27ac).
Cross-species comparisons were performed through the Ensembl API.
Human, macaque, vervet, marmoset, mouse, rat, rabbit, cow, pig, dog, and
cat were directly cross-compared using the 13 eutherian mammals EPO align-
ment available from Ensembl (Flicek et al., 2014). Species not included in the
EPO alignment were compared to the reference species of their respective
clade (human, mouse, cow, dog, or opossum) using Lastz aligments. Pro-
moters or enhancers were considered as having conserved activity between
species when their orthologous location in the second species overlapped
a marked region by a minimum of 50% in length. All pairwise comparisons
correspond to average values of reciprocal comparisons between species.
Genome annotations (including gene ontology and repetitive and constrained
elements) were downloaded from Ensembl v73. See also Extended Experi-
mental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
Data have been deposited under ArrayExpress accession number E-MTAB-
2633.
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Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven
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